Abstract. Using the fact that harmonic morphisms to a surface have minimal bres, links between the volume-stability of the bres and the energystability of the map are found for manifolds without boundary. A stability result for harmonic morphisms from a manifold with boundary to a Riemann surface is also established.
Introduction
A harmonic morphism : (M m ; g) ?! (N n ; h) between two Riemannian manifolds is called energy-stable if the second variation of the energy E( ) = 1 2 R M kd k 2 dv g is non-negative for any smooth one-parameter variation of .
In 14] we studied the stability of harmonic morphisms without any assumption on the dimensions. Our study was partially motivated by the property that any stable harmonic map to the standard two-sphere is a harmonic morphism (J.Y. Chen 3] ). In particular, Chen's result tells us that the stability of harmonic morphisms is more interesting when we restrict our attention to the case when the codomain is two-dimensional; in this case the bres are minimal submanifolds of the domain.
The aim of this note is to relate the volume-stability of the bres with the energy-stability of the map. Our main result (Theorem 5.2) says that if a submersive harmonic morphism : (M m ; g) ?! (N 2 ; h) to a surface has volumestable minimal bres, then is energy-stable . This theorem implies that any submersive harmonic morphism with totally geodesic bres from a manifold of non-positive curvature to a surface is energy-stable (Corollary 5.3).
In the last section we give a stability theorem for harmonic morphisms from a manifold with boundary to a Riemann surface.
Notation. We shall place ourselves in the C 1 category, i.e. all objects (manifolds, metrics, connections, maps) are assumed C 1 . By (M m ; g) we shall mean a connected orientable manifold, of dimension m endowed with a Riemannian metric g. We shall denote the volume element of the Riemannian manifold (M; g) by dv g and the space of smooth sections of a vector bundle E ?! M by C(E).
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Harmonic morphisms
Let : (M m ; g) ?! (N n ; h) be a smooth map. We have the following characterisation of harmonic morphisms.
Theorem 2.3 ( 7, 11] For a comprehensive and frequently updated list of publications and examples of harmonic morphisms we refer the reader to 9] and 10].
Energy stability and volume stability
Let F be a p-dimensional compact manifold. Suppose that f : F ?! (M; g) is a C 1 immersion. Let T(F; f) and N(F; f) denote the tangent and normal bundles of f.
Let f t (? < t < ) be a smooth variation of f = f 0 . We shall denote by Vol(f t ) the volume of F with respect to the induced metric f t g. 
Harmonic morphisms and stability of the fibres
Let : (M m ; g) ?! (N 2 ; h) be a submersive harmonic morphism. We saw in the last paragraph that a variation of the map gives a variation of each bre. We nd a relation between the stability of the volume of the bres and the stability of the energy of the harmonic morphism .
We rst prove the following: Vol( ?1 t (z))dv h : We now show that f and g satisfy conditions (i) to (iii) of Lemma 5.1. By inequality (5.1) we have condition (i). Since is a harmonic morphism inequality (5.1) becomes an equality for t = 0 and thus condition (ii) is satis es. Since is harmonic we have that f 0 (0) = 0, and from Equation (4.1), since the bres are minimal, we have g 0 (0) = 0, which imply condition (iii). This proposition was rst observed by M. Sumi-Tanaka (personal communication) using the fact that conformal vector elds on S 3 do not descend to the projective space.
Manifolds with boundary
In this section we prove a stability theorem for harmonic morphisms to a Riemann surface in the case that the manifold M has piecewise smooth boundary.
We use the following result due to H. Takeuchi Theorem 6.1 ( 16] Thus the condition of Takeuchi's Theorem is satis ed and is stable.
